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Redesigned portal arrives June 11

[1]

June 2, 2017 by Employee Services [2]
On June 11, your employee portal will have a new look. This update provides a more device
responsive experience for my.cu.edu [3], and sets the path for future portal improvements.
Watch our video for a quick overview:

Major changes
A new menu: The current menu will be replaced with a new mobile-friendly version. It
includes three icons: a Home icon to return to the main portal page, an Actions List to view
your preferences and sign out and the NavBar to access your portal links.
Say hello to NavBar: NavBar, a drop-down menu on the upper-right corner, lets you navigate
the portal.
It contains four tiles:
CU Resources, which contains the links you’re used to seeing the portal
Recent places
My Favorites, where you can save HCM favorites (and other favorites in future updates)
Navigator, where HCM users can quickly find needed HCM pages
Say goodbye to pop-up windows: Instead of a new window popping up when you select a
page, you will be taken straight to the resource in the same window. This change makes the
portal work better for users accessing information using screen readers. To return to your
home page, both a Home button and the Home icon are available.

Scheduled Portal Outage
The portal will be temporarily unavailable from 6 p.m. June 10 – 6 a.m. June 11 to implement
these changes. Please see our recent blog for full details. [4]
Learn more about portal changes [5]
portal [6], CU Resources [7], Portal Change [8]
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